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This single slim optical cable allows you to make better use of your space while offering lag-free 
entertainment.  

By simply connecting all your enabled sources to Samsung’s One Connect, this advanced cable solution 
allows for ultra-high performance, fast images, video, audio and IR signals to be transmitted directly to 
the TV without any messy tangled wires.  

 

The ‘Invisible Connection’ refers to a single, transparent optical cable connected to the One 
Connect Box integrating external device cables, but it does not refer to the power cable of the TV 
or cables connected to other devices such as sound bar. 

All QLED model TVs ship with a 5m optical cable but you 
can even make more space for yourself when you take 
advantage of the long 15m optical cable option.  

 This 15m optical cable is sold separately and will allow you 
to put your connected device nearly anywhere in the room. 

Eliminate cable clutter from your TV and enjoy faster speeds with a nearly undetectable fiber optic cable 
and One Connect Box.  
 
Only 1.8mm in diameter, the transparent optical cable enables all of your TV’s connected devices to come 
together seamlessly. 
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2. Be cognizant of not pinching the cable when threading it through the TV Stand or when applying the TV back 
cover.  Pressure on the cable may cause image and audio quality loss.  

Avoid Pressure Proper Threading 

3. Please deter from using a staple gun.  The added 
pressure of the staple could easily sever the cable 
thus compromising video and audio transmission.  

This revolutionary cable management solution, like most innovative premium technologies, requires a high 
level of care and caution.   

To maximize the best performance of this optical cable, please refer to the  following  instructions : 

4. When disconnecting the cable from the TV and / 
or One Connect Box, do not pull on the optical 
cable, rather use the protective sleeve to 
disconnect the TV and / or One Connect Box.  

1. When plugging the connector to both the TV and One Connect,  be cautious not to add  stress  to the cable by 
bending it forcefully. 

5. During installation, do not bend the cable excessively as 
it may cause breakage when the cable is bent to its 
curvature limit. 

For additional information and support call 1–800 SAMSUNG  CONFIDENTIAL 


